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 mmmm Next player Doubles 
 

Redouble is for penalty.  10+ HCP or 11+ points 

 Subsequent doubles are penalty (showing trump tricks)           8,17,20,24,31 

 We are forced to either double or outbid the opponents (thru 2S).         40 

 New-suit bids are forcing; old-suit bids are not 

 

New Suits: 

 limited by the failure to redouble 

 exception: suit response at one-level is forcing (by unpassed hand) 6+   34 

 2-suit (non-jump) = six-card Suit; Non-forcing; 6-10                                 1 

 Jump new-suit is weak and preemptive. Just a decent suit                      5 

 

Raises: 

 Raise to 2: 6-10 Dummy Points with normal trump support 

 Jump-raises are preemptive. 

  extra trumps and shape (usually a singleton or 2 doubletons)         10,18,32 

 2NT shows a game-invitational or stronger raise                                    4,35 

 3NT shows a game-forcing four-trump raise of a major (13-16)                30 

 

 mmmm Next player Overcalls 1NT 
 

Double is for penalty.  10+ HCP or 11+ points                                        15,37 

  Subsequent doubles are penalty (showing trump tricks) 

  We are forced to either double or outbid the opponents (thru 2S).         36 

  New-suit bids are forcing; old-suit bids are not                                        9 

 

New Suits: 

 limited by the failure to redouble 

 2-suit = six-card Suit; Non-forcing; 6-10                                            3,22,33 

 Jump new-suit is weak and preemptive. 

 

Raises: 

 Raise to 2: 6-10 Dummy Points with normal trump support                       38 

 Jump-raises are preemptive. 
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 mmmm Next player Overcalls a Suit 
 

New Suits: 

 Response at one-level is forcing (by an unpassed hand) 6+ 

 Response at two-level is forcing (by an unpassed hand) 10+                       7 

  Opener's 2NT, suit rebid, or raise show a (non-forcing) minimum.       23,27 

 Negative doubles: shows at least four cards in the one unbid major  

 Jump new-suit is weak and preemptive.                                                  39 

 

Raises: 

 Raise to 2: 6-10 Dummy Points with normal trump support 

 Jump-raises are preemptive 

  extra trumps and singleton or 2 doubletons                                       16, 21 

 Cue-bid of simple overcall: game-invitational (or stronger) raise     12,28,29 

  Opener returns to 3 with minimum                                          2,11,13,19,25 

 Jump cue-bid is a splinter raise. 

 

Notrump: 

 1NT = 7-10 HCP (with stopper) 

 2NT = 10-12 (11-12, if jump) HCP (with stopper)                                      26 

  Opener's same-suit rebid is signoff                                                       6,14 

 3NT = 13-16 HCP (with stopper) 

 
 


